
Na. Donna Mackie 	 8/26/85 secretary to kr. Bradlee 
Washington Post 
1150 15 St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20071 

Dear Ms. Mackie, 

you  
14r. Bradlee is still on vacation please do not trouble him with this and y if ou think it should be referred to anyone else on the Post, would you please do that? Thanks. 

I write about today's lead editorial, "lie Presser 1/0a1," and some miscon-ceptions in it. What I will say comes from personal knowledge obtained mostly from reading an enormous amount of pages of FBI records I've obtained under MIA. 
"There is little talk of that (i.e, White house influence) any more, nor have there been charges that high officials in the Justice Department or the FBI were influential or even knew of the relationship between the labor leader and the bureau." It is beyond question that high FBI officials were fully aware, as I'll explain. 

F it agents are not permitted to make unauthorized use of informants. It all goes through the chain of command and with special kinds of informers there is an additional body which is involved in and with everything. I believe that without question Presser was that kind of informer. Using him also involved delicate political questions that nobody below some top spot would dare not buck upward. 
The agent who wants oomeone as an informer sakes his ree.ormendation or request through channels in the field office and the special agent in charge, if he agrees, then sends the mitten request for approval to FBIJICe. There it is routed to the appropriate Division and whether or not Inn it goes any higher, as I believe is rewired, it does require the approval of the Assistant Director in charge of that ivision. Initial approval is for a six-months period of probation and during that six months the informer is identified on the FBI's records with an arbitrary letter and code identification to hide :hi.: .t identity from those not required to know it. For this probation the letter "P" emeceeds his code identi-fication. If he is a criminal informer, he is POI followed by the letter identifi-cation of the field offi for example, CL for Cleveland, and then the arbitrary numbers that follow 	L 1234, ete. FDIHQ decides whether or not to keep 1114 on after this six months, 	ed on his productivity. Or lack of it. During that period as well as thereafter the agent running the fink is required to fill, out a special form reporting each contact and the :information proviithd. ell moneys paid are recorded and the agent's estimate of the balue of the infornetion he gets also is recorded in a special place on the form, of which I have copies. 
For what the FBI regards as its "top echelon" informers, everything must be approved by a little-known body whose existence was disclosed to me by accident: Top Echelon Informant Committee." Without doubt aeyone like Presser would be con-sidered top echelon, more so because of his aigan support. But his position is enough. Any decision on disclosing that he was an info mer to the D would require the OK of this committee high up in the FBI. 
The editorial states that "informants are supervised by a small group of peopite ae the local Iftit level and information about each case is kept tightly guarded in order to protect the informant's identity. It is at the local level that the foul-up in the Presser investigation appears to have occurred." This is the FBI line and it isn't the truth, except that at the field office level the number who need to know the identity of the informer is wall. There is no time when FBINe does not know 



who every informer is and what information comes from him, no time it is without supervision and the supervision is so close I have records from FBIH directing the Meld office to end all *aationship with an informer. I think I can guess how the FBI would undertake to mislead your people by showing records that do in fact hide the ieformer'e identity. This is how it works, and I'm drawing upon a very large number of records 1  obtained relating to the FBI's investigation of the assassina-tionsaf Dr. Xing, from I think seven different field offices. 
Instead of ueing the informer's correct and assigned symbol identification the FBI switches to another arbitrary identification if the records from the _field office  is intended for anaeoagible distribution. In the Presser case, say for example, the Labor Department. (Please note that the information itself also need not be "cloeely guarded" but is distributed, only the FBI may decide to withhold some of the information.) The Presser case agent would eeepare his memo on what he leaf id from Presser (and sometimes other.  sources, all similarly hidden and not hidden). It is known as a LEA, or Letterhead "emorandum, on FBI letterheads. Instead of Presser being identified in it by his actual identification number he is identified by, sea CL T-1, another arbitrary number. Then, on a aleaaatamel that FBIHQ does Del distribute, there is e/listing of 	T numbers and thear *teak leieetifications. Only in naking copies for distribution, this page is omitted. Only the T identifi-xation is aisseminated, but there is no the Ilben rum-, does not knew ereeiselv lbat-dgarraujwXRaaauar,-QSlkaajavJ Lav,..kstD,  
From what within my not inconsiderable experience is the FBI's undeviating practise I think the editorial is rierig and the writer was misled into concluding that "It is at ibis (local) level that the foul-up in the Presser investigation appears to have occurred." 

"Who made the deal with Jackie Presser in the first place?" there just has to be much FBI paper on this and there is no possibility of any question existing in the FBI's records. From the first idea, the first contact, there will be records. Even of phone calls on the deal. There will be duplicate filing of much of this info. The Presser file itself will began mith the file classification number 137, which represents "Criminal Informants," or if he wore a political infomer, 134, "Security Informants." his would usually hold some information not incorporated in the "seam" file, say 62, or "administrative inquiry," or 192. AntieRadketerring," etc. (There is a series of administrate or "admat files that are catchall& Even wiretapping and bugging records are hidden in the admat 66.) The place in which the information itself belongs is the "main" fale, like 92. This Le,  true in fAT field and at FBIRe. at FBILe it may be duplicated in other files and then is knowyteee a Not tecorded record. ',The main file only in indexed a3 the record copy at YaIlle.) 
It is not uncommon for those who are kept iefoemed, like divisions of the DJ, to be able to make pretty good guesses to identify special sources, such as Prosser, because very few people have the information they have. And they will know from the FBI's T number diccription whether that is a regular source. ',All sources are not informers who have informer dieignations by the III.) 

4a If the internal investigation is by the Office of Feofesaional aeeponsibilitY the result, from its past record, will be as generous a coat of whiteWash as the OPR thinks it can get away with. And it will generally accept the 	standard evanione and misrepresentations, for it has. But I wish I could believe that sooner or later the whole story will come out." Rot likely, even if there is vindictiveness, as there has been in the past, andi leaking. This is much too sensitive to expect that and there has already been too much elsrepresentation, at the least misrepresentation. 

Sincerely, 



Law enforcement officials must work 
ants, co-conspirators and petty crooks becausle 
out their cooperation, and often their.  testimony,. 
cases against racketeers, narcotics traffic.kers;';end 
corrupt officials would be alinost ünposáibltoisie. 
Under strict guidelines adopted by the Justice De! 
partment and strengthened in the last "adninitkatitin; 
investigators may authorize an informant .tO: 
pate in criminal conduct—but . never :viokMfiein 
order to preserve credibility,;Arrangentnnt4tieredo 
and informants supervised by a small .4 	090.0- 
at the local level, and information about 	•cgtat .io.„,  
kept tightiy guarded in order to protect  
ant's identity. It is at this level that the fouktvoillja 
Presser investigation appears to have occurred; 

Who made the deal witit Jackie Presser in the first 
• place? Why was a big fish like Mr. Presser given,li 

cense to commit crimes just to catch a few.little,08h? 
Were there rivalries between Labor Department in-
vestigators and FBI agents that hindered;the.inveati• 
gation? Why, when it was well known that a federal 
grand jury was working on this matter :for:,  almost 
three years, didn't the FBI tell the Justice iptipart,, 
ment about their arrangement? LawenkateMent 
ficials aren't answering these questions,-  theif* 
ducting quiet internal investigations. But snunerer 
later the whole story will come out whethei kr;  fnll 

yilisdosttre or .a series . of leaks'and'accuSatibti i:' 
;case-will not stay closed. ; 	, 	;'' • 	A . 	• 	-; •• • 	• 	1 • • 
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The Presser Deal 

EACH DAY it becomes, more apparent that , 
the government's handling of the investiga-
tion of Teamster President Jackie Presser 

qualifies as a first,class fiasco. People were under-
standably astonished when a 32-month grand jury 
inquiry into Mr. Presser's activities was suddenly 
abandoned. But the reason -given for dropping a 
potential prosecution at this early stage is even 
more perplexing Mr. Presser, we are told, has 
been working for some time as an informer for the ' 
FBI and the bureau had specifically authorized' 
criminal conduct on his part. In addition, the de-
fendant in a case long concluded will probably be 
released from prison because prosecutors are tin- - 
willing to reveal, at a retrial, the extent • of Mr. 
Presser's involvement with the government • 

At first there was suspicion that the investigation 
of the Teamster leader was being conveniently jetti-
soned because of his ties to the White House. His was 
the only major labor organiOation to endorse the 
president in 1980. and 1984.. There is little talk of 
that any more, nor have there been charges that high 
officials in the Justice Department or the FBI were 
influential in or even knew of the relationship  be-. 
tween the labor leader and the bureau. The Labor. 
Department had also been conducting an investiga- •. 
tion of the union, but by all accounts this depart-
ment's agents favored prosecution and also bad bee; 
kept in the dark. 	: • 	, . ,z,.. , 	-; .. 	:, ..,.. 

THE COSTS of the German espionage affair are 
evidently going to run high. At a time when 
relations between East and West are not very' 

good in any case, this latest affront is a reminder of all r: 
the familiar reasons for taking care in trying to im-
prove them. As West Germany's Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl gloomily observed, it shows "the difference be-
tween propaganda and the real situation." 

For Mr. Kohl's government, these events are an-
other burden to carry. They ;won't force him out of 
office, as a similar scandal did to his predecesSor, 
Willy Brandt, in 1974. But they will become a distrac-
tion and point of vulnerability to a government that, 
at the midpoint of its term, has not been showing 
much evidence of energy or initiative. A true mea-
sure of the losses in security, as intelligence special-
ists measure them, is not likely ever to be made pub-
lic. But to get a rough idea, you only have to know 

In any event, he took with him a-vast knowledge of 
West German and Allied intelligence methods. • . 

'Three Others have disappeared in circumstances 
• suggesting a hasty departure to the east. One , of 
them ; was the personal secret,* of Martin. Bange- , 
mann, West Germany's . minister of economics and • 
the leader of the Free, Democratic 'party. Another 
was a secretary for an association. Of refugees. The 
third was an army messenger who had once worked 
inside the secret command center that the ,govern-
ment would use in case of war.  

For West Germany, the. struggle to control for-
eign spying is extraordinarily difficult. There is a ; 
continuous stream of refugees from the east,. and 
West Germans consider,  it a moral obligation to 
welcome them fully Into areas of West German 
life with no hindrance. Sometimes it means allow-
ing them into sensitive jobs, although they are peo- 
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